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A club owner, a rock star, a prince... They have one thing in common: they are beasts. Read about

the six women who entered their lairs...Get six modern, twisted versions of one of your favourite

tales by best selling authors, for a limited time only. May Sage - Beauty and the BeastBelle grew up

during the Anarchy, and the corrupted system screwed her, big time, but she managed to get by;

then, her stupid brother goes and steals from the Beast, who demands her as payment. Hamilton

and Kressley - Taken by the BeastWhen Charisse Bellamy takes the job at New Havenâ€™s first

ever Night Club, itâ€™s only intended as a short term solution to make ends meet. But she soon

discovers there is no resisting the pull of her new boss, Abram. K.N. Lee - Academia of the

BeastRaised in fear. Sold and betrayed. Now, prisoner in an eerie castle where the servants

are...peculiar, the walls whisper, and the mysterious master stirs something within her, Allyn

wonders if she should attempt escape or let the magic of the castle consume her.Kim Faulks - Beast

Trapped in a nightmare filled with lust and betrayal, thereâ€™s a beast and heâ€™s waiting for

her."Donâ€™t bother. Itâ€™s locked. Thereâ€™s no way out of here. Even if you did get out,

weâ€™re surrounded by the forest. Please, donâ€™t run, Belle. Donâ€™t make me set the dogs

free." Lashell Collins - Soul StealersWhat do you get when you cross a smoking-hot rock star with a

sexy wolf shifter, then throw in a heaping dose of gothic fairytale enchantment? Aleigha Daniels is

about to find out! Erin Bedford - HunterJason, golden boy of the town, has everything he's ever

wanted... Except her. Belle. He lost her, and she now is with a monster. There's nothing he wouldn't

do to get her back.
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Based upon the first book, I would give this one star.May Sage wrote porn, in my opinion, porn filled

with cussing. There is no indication in the descriptions that these are more than just romance. Her

book is not only porn, but has many grammar and wrong word usage (a word spelled one way

means something entirely different, the difference in spelling it with an I or an E. Both valid words,

but differing meanings), and the dropping of some simple words that would make a complete

sentence. She seriously needed to edit her book. Thus, one star for the first in the series (although

the little tidbits of the world were interesting).I gave the review three stars because the second book

is far better. Taken by the Beast is well written (still needs a little editing but compared to the first, far

far better) I would give this one four stars, and it would be five if it was edited so the dropped words

and usual errors found in kindle books were fixed. I love the character development, and the

romance is there and I really like the characters. If the plot develops like I think it will, I might be

disappointed. I'll let you know once I finish the book.I finished the second book in the set. I have to

say, it makes the entire set well worth buying. It was full of twists and turns, the sex scenes were

tasteful and important to the story, and it has left me wanting more by the authors. The errors (they

instead of the) are the same kind I make when writing, and are hard to find for an editor, so I can

overlook them. I definitely give this five stars!! I hope the other four books are as good as this one

and not abysmal like the first one.
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